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The North Carolina General Assembly has continued funding for the North Carolina
Biotechnology Center, and added new funds for biomanufacturing worker training at the
Biomanufacturing Training and Education Center (BTEC) at North Carolina State

GSK

University. The funding was included in a compromise budget bill hammered out by
House and Senate negotiators. The compromise received final approval on June 22.
The Senate budget plan includes the following provisions:
North Carolina Biotechnology Center – Funding for the Center is
continued at $13.6M, the amount appropriated in 2015-17. Funding
restrictions proposed by the Senate were not in the conference report.
SBIR/STTR Matching Grants – No new money is provided for the One
North Carolina Small Business Fund, which provides state matching
grants to companies that receive federal SBIR/STTR grant awards.
Biomanufacturing Training and Education Center (BTEC) – BTEC is
appropriated $500,000 in non-recurring funding to help meet industry
demand for undergraduate students with engineering and similar
backgrounds.
Sales Tax Refund for R&D Supplies – Conferees rejected a House
proposal to allow small R&D companies to receive a refund of certain
sales taxes.
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While funding for the Center and BTEC will help the life science sector, the Assembly
failed to provide monies for a third NCBIO legislative agenda item, the One North
Carolina Small Business Fund. The Fund provides matching grants for North Carolina
companies that win SBIR and STTR awards. Funding for the program in the 2016-17
fiscal year was $3M. The program is available to all SBIR and STTR award winners,
regardless of their technologies. Funding for the program has varied from zero to $5M
annually over its decade-long life span.
In addition to eliminating the SBIR funding match, the State Senate proposed to
eliminate the North Carolina Office of Science Technology and Innovation (OSTI). The
State House retained funding for the Office, and funding for OSTI was ultimately
continued at current levels in the compromise budget plan. NCBIO worked with other
innovation interest groups to continue funding for OSTI and the SBIR/STTR matching
grant program.
The final budget deal also did not include a new sales tax refund for R&D supplies
proposed by NCBIO. The refund would have allowed small R&D companies to recover
up to $20,000 in sales taxes from purchases of R&D supplies. Qualifying rural R&D
facilities would have been allowed to recover 50% of the state share of sales taxes on
all purchases.
“We are pleased with the funding for the North Carolina Biotechnology Center and for
BTEC, but disappointed about the SBIR funding and the sales tax refund for R&D,” said
NCBIO president Sam Taylor. “This year’s spending plan reflects a continuing trend
toward spending on rural areas of the State, sometimes at the expense of innovationsupporting programs that are perceived as aiding urban regions. Our job in 2018 will be
to show that programs encouraging innovation – especially life science innovation –
benefit all parts of North Carolina.”
The compromise budget plan was sent to Governor Roy Cooper who vetoed the plan for
shortchanging education and other Administration priorities. Legislators then voted to
override the veto.
Back to top.

Budget Bill Cuts Income and Sales Taxes
The 2017 legislative session produced significant future tax reductions for businesses
and individuals in North Carolina. Corporate taxpayers will see their tax rate reduced
from 3% to 2.5% in 2019. Personal income tax rates will drop in 2019 from 5.499% to
5.25%. The tax cuts were a centerpiece of both the House and Senate spending plans.
Legislators also agreed to eliminate the state’s privilege tax on manufacturing and R&D
equipment. Purchasers of these items currently pay a privilege tax of 1%, or $80,
whichever is less. Beginning July 1, 2018, manufacturing and R&D companies will not
pay tax on their manufacturing or R&D equipment purchases.
The zero-rate for manufacturing and R&D equipment has also been applied to a variety
of other products. Because of the recent proliferation of the tax break, the 2017 budget
also directed the Assembly’s Revenue Laws Study Commission to review these tax
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preferences and report to the 2018 session regarding the benefits and justifications for
each. NCBIO will be working aggressively to show the merits of tax relief on purchases
of R&D equipment.
Finally, legislators once again failed to agree on compromise legislation to implement
market-based sourcing for North Carolina taxpayers. The measure, which would reduce
the North Carolina taxable income of many multi-state service companies, would likely
benefit North Carolina’s large contract research sector. NCBIO worked with a coalition of
CROs to win enactment of market-based sourcing in the 2017 session. The proposal will
likely be taken up again in the 2018 short session.
For more information about legislative issues, contact Sam Taylor at
staylor@ncbioscience.net or 919-306-1030.
Back to top.

Aseptic Processing Topic of June BMF Meeting

Christa Myers and Michael Porter
NCBIO’s Biotech Manufacturers Forum members got a view of current issues and future
trends at the June meeting. Speakers were Michael Porter, Director, Technical
Operations, Merck; and Christa Myers, Senior Pharmaceutical Engineering Specialist,
CRB.
Porter discussed the “Nuts and Bolts of Aseptic Processing – Lessons Learned.” He gave
an overview of aseptic processing definitions and the importance of the sterile
boundary in an aseptic process. He reviewed lessons learned from working with
sanitary valves, sanitary piping and aseptic process conditions. He noted that an
attention to detail on the small things will have a positive effect on your aseptic
processing operations.
Christa Myers discussed several interesting topics associated with aseptic filling.
Innovations in filling equipment and support technologies are increasing the sterility
assurance levels and reducing rejects. These innovations include single use systems,
ready to use components and transfer methods. Each of these innovations require
planning and close evaluation during early equipment design. Myers ended the evening
with a look into the future of dosing mechanisms. These dosing mechanisms will make
giving and getting “shots” easier and more cost effective. The planning that it takes to
make medicines personal, cost effective and safe is evident in the work going on in the
pharmaceutical industry.
For more information on the BMF, contact program manager John Wagner.
Back to top.

Register for NCBIO's 23rd Annual Meeting on October 5th
at the NC Biotechnology Center

Join 250 life science leaders for networking and hear from a “not to be missed” speaker
line up. Attendees will learn about leadership and transitions from Jeff George, former
CEO, Sandoz and Alcon, Novartis Group; gain insight on relocating and expanding in
our state from Morten Nielsen, Senior VP, Diabetes API U.S., Novo Nordisk; and
receive an update on the ag biotech industry from Lee Rivenbark, Head of North
America Seeds Business, Bayer.
Don’t miss the conversation on federal and government affairs from the company's
perspective or the discussion on mergers and acquisitions from leaders at Piper Jaffray
and Silicon Valley Bank.
To register for the event, view a complete list of speakers, or receive information on
hotel accommodations, check the event webpage or contact Amber Niebauer.
Thank you to all the event sponsors for their support. If you are interested in
supporting this event, contact Laura Gunter for available sponsorship opportunities.
Platinum – Bioventus, Cook Medical and VWR
Gold – Grifols and Merz
Silver – Office Depot and UCB Biosciences
Bronze – Business Wire, G1 Therapeutics, Novartis, Novozymes and PhRMA
Back to top.

Updates on NCBioImpact Training Partners
Dr. Gary Gilleskie is serving as Acting Director of BTEC at NC State University. He has
been at BTEC since 2007 and Director of Operations for the past five years. Dr. Gilleskie
received his B.S. in chemical engineering from NC State in 1986 and his Ph.D. in
chemical engineering from the University of Minnesota in 1993.
Dr. Gilleskie is serving while Director Ruben Carbonell is on leave to serve as Chief
Technology Officer for the National Institute for Innovation in Manufacturing
Biopharmaceuticals (NIIMBL). Dr. Carbonell played a key role in writing the proposal to
establish NIIMBL last year. It is expected that NIIMBL will provide numerous
opportunities for additional funding for BTEC, UNC-W and other education institutions,
companies and organizations in North Carolina in bioprocess research and
development, workforce training and regulatory science projects.
The North Carolina Pharmaceutical Services Network has been set up in Greenville. It is
a collaboration of industries in the area with East Carolina University and Pitt
Community College to provide oral solid dose training. The Greenville area is home to a
number of pharmaceutical companies, which continue to make investments, with over
$3B of pharma capital investment planned or under way.

Bioscience Industry Fellows are in Winston-Salem to participate in the National Center
for the Biotechnology Workforce (NCBW) program, sponsored by the NSF Advanced
Technological Education Division. They are from seven states and are teachers or
lecturers from universities, community colleges, or high schools, and some are military
veterans from across the country. This NCBW program is in its fourth year, and fellows
spend a month being immersed in the biosciences with educational visits to multiple
bioscience industry and academic sites. The objective is to be able to better relate
industry practice to the classroom teaching.
Back to top.

First Flight Venture Center to Launch Hangar6, A Shared
Advanced Prototyping Facility
First Flight Venture Center (FFVC), a Research Triangle Park-based science and
technology incubator for NC entrepreneurs, has announced a launch date of September
13, 2017 for its advanced rapid prototyping facility, Hangar6. Designed to be a shared
prototyping lab open to all science-based companies in and around North Carolina, the
project is funded by a $450,000 challenge grant from the U.S. Department of
Commerce under the Regional Innovation Strategies (RIS) program. More
Back to top.

New NCBIO Members
The NCBIO Board of Directors approved the following companies as new members at
the May Board Meeting.
Boragen Inc. is focused on leveraging the unique chemical properties of boron to
develop novel synthetic chemistry platforms to produce next-generation fungicides that
support more sustainable farming methods.
Class Three, LLC provides consulting services, specializing in the development and
execution of global regulatory strategies for novel Class II and Class III medical
devices.
Innatrix, Inc is developing a novel affinity selections system to replace phage display.
MedSurgPI, LLC provides novel, commercially-focused medical affairs services for
pharmaceutical, biotechnology, medical device and related technology companies and
institutions to further the penetration of their technologies into clinical practice.
Michael Best & Friedrich LLP is a full-service firm with more than 230 lawyers who
provide our clients with the exceptional legal service and business acumen that have
defined our firm for generations.
Shattuck Labs is privately-held biotechnology company developing a breakthrough
immunotherapy platform for use in oncology and other diseases.
Back to top.

At the National Level
Highlights from BIO Convention
More than 16,000 biotech leaders from around the globe turned out for BIO
2017. David Cameron, the former Prime Minister of the UK, and Ann Romney, the wife
of Mitt Romney and a staunch patient advocate, delivered keynote addresses that
touched on challenges in both the political and health arenas.

Malcolm Thomas and Raul Doyle of Agile Biosciences at #BIO2017
BIO 2017 included over 1,800 exhibitors, more than 800 speakers at 400 educational
sessions and company presentations, seven fireside chats and 40,000 partnering
sessions, twice as many as 2016. The 2018 BIO International Convention will
return to Boston from June 4 – 7 to celebrate 25 years of innovation.
NC Reception Draws Large Crowd at #BIO2017
North Carolina hosted a business development reception at BIO 2017 on June 20. More
than 200 life science leaders and business development executives attended the event
on the Palm Terrace at the Omni San Diego.
The event also featured Dr. R. Jude Samulski, scientific founder of Bamboo
Therapeutics, which was acquired by Pfizer last year. He spoke about the trial and error
of his research, which hit its stride with rare diseases and Bamboo. He and Bill Bullock,
NCBiotech’s senior vice president for economic development and statewide operations,
reinforced North Carolina’s collaborative environment for growing life science
technologies and companies.
Bullock also recognized the state’s long-term commitment to life science growth,
highlighted by the just-released budget which fully funded the North Carolina
Biotechnology Center.

Rebel Umphlett of NC BioNetwork, Tim Byler of Novartis and Laura Gunter at NC
Reception
The reception culminated North Carolina’s effort to reach life science leaders at BIO’s
annual international convention. Reception sponsors included Longfellow, Wake County,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, LaunchBio and NCBIO. NCBiotech anticipates
hosting a similar event at BIO 2018 in Boston.
New Report on Academic Licensing Released at #BIO2017
The licensing of university research has made a significant contribution to U.S. gross
domestic product (GDP), industry gross output and jobs over the last two decades,
according to an independent study commissioned by the Biotechnology Innovation
Organization (BIO) and the Association of University Technology Managers (AUTM).
The report, “The Economic Contribution of University/Nonprofit Inventions in the United
States: 1996- 2015,” documents the sizeable return that U.S. taxpayers receive on
their investment in federally-funded research. It shows that, during a 20-year period,
academic patents and the subsequent licensing to industry bolstered U.S. industry
gross output by up to $1.33 trillion, U.S. GDP by up to $591 billion, and supported up
to 4,272,000 person years of employment. More
Innovation in the States
BIO released “Bioscience Innovation in the States: Legislation and Job Creation through
Public-Private Partnerships” at the 2017 Convention. The fourth edition of the Best
Practices Guide is the bioscience industry’s leading comprehensive analysis of state
legislative and regulatory initiatives in support of economic development. Findings
include:
16 states offer matching grants for Phase I and II Small Business
Innovation Research (SBIR) grants to accelerate early stage company
development.
25 states offer tax credits to angel investors who invest in technology
companies including the biosciences.
38 states offer sales tax exemptions on equipment for both R&D and
manufacturing with several exemptions specially for biomanufacturing.
21 states invest state dollars in private venture-capital firms that fund
small and emerging bioscience companies.
38 states offer R&D tax credits for early stage research that is vital in
moving research into commercialization.
The new North Carolina Pharmaceutical Services Network, the North Carolina
Biotechnology Center’s Biotechnology Innovation Grant (BIG) and Landing Pad
programs, the NC State University Plant Science Initiative, and funding for the NIIMBL
program are highlighted in the report.
Drug Costs
Ensuring breakthrough treatments are accessible and affordable to patients was the
subject of an engaging dialogue during a session, entitled, “Our Common Goal:
Ensuring Access and Affordability of Innovative Medicines.” Moderated by Ron Cohen,
M.D., President and Chief Executive Officer of Acorda Therapeutics, the panel at BIO
2017 discussed the complex ecosystem surrounding drug pricing, as well as steps that
should be taken to lower costs and protect innovation. More
Making Case for Ag Innovation
Modern ag is multi-faceted, innovative, and above all, critical for feeding a growing
population. At BIO 2017, the Modern Ag Innovation track on June 20 featured industry
leaders and academia who delved into the innovative tactics being used to improve
agriculture both in the United States and around the world. More
Click for more information on #BIO2017.
Regulatory Systems Must Be Consistent across Agencies and Based on Actual
Risk
In comments submitted to the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), BIO urged the Administration to take consistent
and decisive steps to unleash the full potential of American bio-based innovation in
food, feed, agriculture, and animal health. Doing so will reinforce the United States’

global leadership in these sectors and foster the creation of more well-paying jobs at
innovative companies throughout the country. More
Health Care Services - Ten Times Prescription Medicine Spending Growth Over
Next Decade
“Now more than ever, innovative therapies are transforming care and providing cures
for patients fighting life-threatening diseases. In the midst of this medical progress,
other health care expenditures such as inpatient care, long-term care and
administration have grown much faster than prescription medicine expenditures. Across
OECD countries, other health care services will grow by $23.5 trillion over the next
decade, compared to $2.2 trillion for prescription medicines,” according to a PhRMA
report. More
AdvaMed Commends U.S. House Progress on MDUFA
The Advanced Medical Technology Association (AdvaMed) issued the following
statement from President and CEO Scott Whitaker on the mark-up in the House Energy
and Commerce Committee of the FDA Reauthorization Act of 2017: “The mark-up is
another significant step toward reauthorization of the Medical Device User Fee Act, and
AdvaMed commends the Committee for expeditiously moving this important legislation
forward.” More
MedTech Conference
MedTech Innovator, the industry’s leading nonprofit global competition and accelerator,
announced the 50 early-stage companies selected to participate in the MedTech
Innovator Showcase. The Showcase is an exhibition of the cutting-edge innovations to
be presented at The MedTech Conference Sept. 25 to 27 in San Jose, Calif.
Powered by AdvaMed in partnership with AdvaMed Accel, the association’s small
company division, the MedTech Conference is the premier gathering for leaders and
entrepreneurs in the medical device and diagnostics industry. More
Back to top.

Member News
To be included in Member News, send information about your organization to Brenda
Summers bsummers@ncbioscience.net
Biogen announced the appointment of Jean-Paul Kress, M.D. as Executive Vice
President and President, International, and Head of Global Therapeutic Operations,
effective June 19. More Biogen also appointed Ginger Gregory, Ph.D. as Executive Vice
President, Chief Human Resources Officer, effective July 17. More The Committee for
Medicinal Products for Human Use (CHMP) of the European Medicines Agency (EMA)
has issued a positive opinion for Biogen’s IMRALDI® (also known as SB5), an
adalimumab biosimilar candidate referencing Humira®. More
Bioventus announced that, effective June 1, 2017, its full surgical orthobiologics
portfolio is available through Premier, Inc. Premier is a health care improvement
company comprised of 3,750 U.S. hospitals and more than 130,000 other provider
organizations throughout the country. More
FUJIFILM Diosynth Biotechnologies has announced the successful completion of its
100th program using its pAVEway™ Advanced Protein Expression system which was
introduced to the market during the BIO 2007 convention in Boston, Massachusetts.
pAVEway™ was developed by FUJIFILM Diosynth Biotechnologies to enable the reliable
and scalable GMP manufacturing of E. coli -based processes. “As a CDMO we
established ourselves early on as a leader in microbial process development and
manufacturing,” said Andy Topping, Chief Scientific Officer, FUJIFILM Diosynth
Biotechnologies. More
Humacyte is #37 on the fourth annual Disruptor 50 list, in which CNBC features private
companies in 15 industries — from aerospace to financial services to cybersecurity to
retail — whose innovations are revolutionizing the business landscape. Comments
about Humacyte include: “Humacyte is a medical research and regenerative medicine
company that claims to have created the world's first bioengineered blood vessel. The
product is called Humacyl, and if approved by the Food and Drug Administration, it

could potentially eliminate the surgeries needed to resection a patient's existing blood
vessels in procedures such as coronary artery bypass surgeries. The Humacyl
bioengineered blood vessel can be used instead.” More
Novo Nordisk reports up to 13.8% weight loss in people with obesity receiving
semaglutide in phase 2 trial. The company announced results from a 52-week doubleblind phase 2 clinical trial with once-daily subcutaneous semaglutide investigating
safety and potential for inducing and maintaining weight loss in people with obesity.
More
A QuintilesIMS Institute study shows during the past decade, advances in personalized
medicine and immuno-oncology have fueled a major shift in treatment of cancer. Since
2011, 68 novel therapies have been approved across 22 cancer indications globally.
These developments have led to more options as well as greater access and improved
outcomes for patients—especially for those individuals with metastatic disease. More.
QuintilesIMS announced the general availability of a new category of pharmaceuticals
commercial operations SaaS software called Orchestrated Customer Engagement
(OCE) in the winter of 2017. More
Pharmaceutical Product Development, LLC (PPD) announced industry accolades earned
by PPD clinical research associates (CRAs), recognizing their expertise in the endeavor
of developing life-changing medicines. A four-person team of PPD CRAs won the gold
award for Clinical Research Team of the Year at the PharmaTimes International Clinical
Researcher of the Year in London. More
Pfizer has made one billion doses of a breakthrough vaccine since 2000. A new
video showcases the work at the manufacturing plant in Sanford. Pfizer has 17
manufacturing sites in 11 states and Puerto Rico. Combined, these sites employ more
than 12,000 people and produce almost 60% of the medicines sold domestically by
volume. At the Sanford plant, more than 450 employees are at the front lines of the
production of critical components of Pfizer’s pneumococcal vaccine, as well as latestage clinical supply for products in our biotechnology pipeline. For its 168 years of
existence, Pfizer has been committed to domestic manufacturing, remaining a wellrespected U.S. employer, and continuing to invest in production and distribution system
and in the past five years has invested $1.7 billion in U.S. manufacturing.
Global health work contributed $3.7 billion to North Carolina’s economy in 2015,
according to a new report conducted by RTI International on behalf of the Triangle
Global Health Consortium. The report quantifies the impact of global health work in
North Carolina on the state’s gross domestic product, a common measure of the size of
the economic production in North Carolina. More
Smith Anderson celebrates partner Caryn Coppedge McNeill as she begins her tenure as
the 123rd President of the North Carolina Bar Association (NCBA). She assumed her
new role on June 24 at the NCBA’s annual meeting in Asheville. More
Spyryx Biosciences, Inc. announced that Cystic Fibrosis Foundation Therapeutics
(CFFT), the nonprofit drug discovery and development affiliate of the Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation, has agreed to increase the funding provided under the previously
announced development award. Under the revised agreement, the Company is eligible
to receive up to a total of $5 million. These funds will be used in support of Spyryx's
HOPE-1 study, a multinational Phase 2 trial of SPX-101 in people living with CF. More
Back to top.

Member Benefits

NCBIO members get special discounts through BIO Business Solutions®. With more
than $400 million in annual sales, BIO Business Solutions® aggregates the purchasing
power of over 3,000 biotech companies from North America. Companies of all sizes
save substantial money each year through its group savings program. Find out more
about NCBIO discounts.

Members can get cost-savings from VWR International, which helps accelerate scientific
innovation by providing the most effective and efficient solutions -- products,
equipment and services -- for the life science industry so they can focus on what's truly
important: discovery.

Jeff Vallerga and Laura Gunter at VWR booth at #BIO2017
VWR enables those solutions and eliminate process complexities through their value
proposition of Product Choice, Differentiated Services, and Operational Excellence. or
more than 15 years, VWR and BIO, have combined their core strengths to offer
solutions that advance scientific innovation in the life sciences. The BIO-VWR program
includes special pricing agreements with major manufacturers, plus many other
member-only benefits. Enrollment is as simple as completing a one-page enrollment
form/agreement. Contact your local VWR sales representative Terry Apter for more
information.
Back to top.

Calendar
Cell Culture Engineering
Tuesday Jul 11, 2017 - Thursday Jul 13, 2017
... read more
Hands-On cGMP Biomanufacturing Operations
Tuesday Jul 18, 2017 - Friday Jul 21, 2017
... read more
Fundamentals of Mammalian Cell Line Development
Tuesday Jul 25, 2017 - Thursday Jul 27, 2017
... read more
Biopharmaceutical Assay Essentials
Tuesday Jul 25, 2017 - Friday Jul 28, 2017
... read more
Fermentation Engineering
Tuesday Aug 1, 2017 - Thursday Aug 3, 2017
... read more
Downstream Biopharmaceutical Processes: Fundamentals & Design
Tuesday Aug 8, 2017 - Thursday Aug 10, 2017

... read more
Development of LC-MS Methods for Biomolecues
Wednesday Aug 9, 2017
... read more
Applied Monitoring & Control for Advanced Biomanufacturing
Tuesday Aug 15, 2017 - Thursday Aug 17, 2017
... read more
To view full calendar, click.
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